Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Problems of coordinating and reconfiguring arrangements of objects pose important questions at various dimensions, ranging from tiny particles all the way to far-away satellite swarms. Ironically, systems at these very small and very large distances share a fundamental property: It becomes difficult to use "external" computation, in which a powerful central computing device is provided with input about the system, and output is fed back into the system. Instead, it becomes important to consider "internal" computation, in which algorithms and execution remain within the system itself, even if that comes at the expense of processing power.

In this overview we provide a number of different contexts that require dealing with computation, communication and coordination of swarms of robots at extreme dimensions. These dimensions may correspond to extremely small or large sizes or extremely large numbers; both give rise to a wide range of algorithmic challenges. This overview provides pointers to more detailed contexts and references, and gives credit to the numerous collaborators and their contributions.

Traffic {#Sec2}
=======

How can we coordinate the motion of many autonomous vehicles, such that the overall traffic flow is smooth and efficient? (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1.Typical stop-and-go traffic.

We describe a distributed and self-regulated approach for the self-organization of a large system of many self-driven, mobile objects, i.e., cars in traffic. Based on methods for mobile ad-hoc networks using short-distance communication between vehicles, and ideas from distributed algorithms, we consider reactions to specific traffic structures (e.g., traffic jams). Building on models from traffic physics, we are able to develop strategies that significantly improve the flow of congested traffic. Results include fuel savings up to 40% for cars in stop-and-go traffic; we present a number of simulation results illustrating the efficacy of the underlying mechanisms (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2.A simulation of dense traffic. Time proceeds from top to bottom, vehicles move from left to right, so an individual vehicle follows a trajectory from top left to bottom right, with color indicating momentary vehicle speeds. Observe the stop-and-go density fluctuations in the upper part of the diagram, which are dissolved in the bottom part by switching on our developed mechanism, resulting in a better flow of traffic. (Color figure online)

The results of this section summarize joint work with Sebastian Ebers, Stefan Fischer, Horst Hellbrück, Björn Hendriks, Christopher Tessars, and Axel Wegener. See \[[@CR13], [@CR16], [@CR19]\] for further details.

Uniform Global Control for Particle Swarms {#Sec3}
==========================================

How can we rearrange a potentially large swarm of particles that do not have their own energy supply? (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3.After feeding iron particles to ciliate eukaryons (*Tetrahymena pyriformis*) and magnetizing the particles with a permanent magnet, the cells can be turned by changing the orientation of an external magnetic field (see colored paths in the center image). (Right) Using two orthogonal Helmholz electromagnets, Becker et al. \[[@CR11]\] demonstrated steering many living magnetized *T. pyriformis* cells. All cells are steered by the same global field. (Color figure online)

We consider algorithmic control of a large swarm of mobile particles, such as robots, sensors, or building material. The objective is to achieve arbitrary reconfiguration, even if the particles are too small to carry their own energy supply. Instead, they are moved around with the help of external forces, such as a magnetic field or gravity. Upon actuation, each object is pushed in the same direction until it collides with an obstruction. This concept can be used for a wide range of applications in which particles follow a uniform global signal. In an open workspace, this system model is of limited use, because all particles receive the same inputs and move uniformly. Thus, a crucial challenge for achieving any desired target configuration is breaking global symmetry in a controlled fashion.

We provide two different methods for this objective. The first is to add a maze of obstacles to the environment, which can make the system drastically more complex but also more useful. We provide a variety of results for a wide range of questions. These can be subdivided into *external* algorithmic problems, in which particle configurations serve as input for computations that are performed elsewhere, and *internal* logic problems, in which the particle configurations themselves are used for carrying out computations (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4.Gravity-fed hardware implementation of particle computation. This reconfigurable prototype is set up as a [fan-out]{.smallcaps} gate using a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The second approach uses the interplay between static friction with a boundary and the external force to achieve arbitrary reconfiguration. As we demonstrate, it is possible to determine a precise theoretical characterization of the critical coefficient of friction that is sufficient for rearranging two particles in triangles, convex polygons, and regular polygons. We also illustrate a method for reconfiguring multiple particles in rectangular workspaces, and deriving practical algorithms for these rearrangements.

The results of this section highlight a broad spectrum of joint work with Victor Baez, Aaron Becker, Erik Demaine, Golnaz Habibi, Li Huang, Phillip Keldenich, Linda Kleist, Dominik Krupke, Jarrett Lonsford, Arun Mahadev, Sheryl Manzoor, James McLurkin, Rose Morris-Wright, Hamed Mohtasham Shad, Christian Rieck, Christian Scheffer, and Arne Schmidt; see \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR6]--[@CR8], [@CR10], [@CR20], [@CR23], [@CR24], [@CR26], [@CR27]\] for further details. The shown video \[[@CR2]\] is available at <https://www.ibr.cs.tu-bs.de/users/fekete/Videos/SoCG/2020/Friction_SoCG.mp4>; an earlier video with further theoretical results \[[@CR5]\] can be found at <https://www.ibr.cs.tu-bs.de/users/fekete/Videos/SoCG/2015/TiltforCompGeom100mb.mp4>.Fig. 5.A swarm of small robots building an expanding triangulation for carrying out a collective online exploration algorithm. Fig. 6.Using a dual path for routing in a triangulated environment: a shortest path (shown in red) is approximated by a minimum-hop path (shown in yellow), achieving constant stretch. (Color figure online)

Online Triangulation and Structured Exploration {#Sec4}
===============================================

How can we allow a swarm of relatively simple robots to cooperate in exploring an unknown environment? (Figs. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

We consider a fundamental framework for organizing exploration, coverage, and surveillance by a swarm of robots with limited individual capabilities, based on triangulating an unknown environment with a multi-robot system. Locally, an individual triangle is easy for a single robot to manage and covers a small area; globally, the topology of the triangulation approximately captures the geometry of the entire environment. Combined, a multi-robot system can explore, map, navigate, and patrol. Algorithms can store information in triangles that the robots can read and write as they run their algorithms. This creates a physical data structure (PDS) that is both robust and versatile. We study distributed approaches to triangulating an unknown, two-dimensional Euclidean space using a multi-robot network. The resulting PDS is a compact representation of the workspace, contains distributed knowledge of each triangle, encodes the dual graph of the triangulation, and supports reads and writes of auxiliary data. The ability to store and process this auxiliary information enables the simple robots to solve complex problems. This leads to distributed algorithms for dual-graph navigation, patrolling, construction of a topological Voronoi tessellation, and location of the geodesic centers in non-convex regions, making it possible to provide theoretical performance guarantees for the quality of constructed triangulation and the connectivity of a dual graph in the triangulation. In addition, the path lengths of the physical navigation are within a constant factor of the shortest-path Euclidean distance. These theoretical results were also practically validated with simulations and experiments with dozens of robots.

The results of this section summarize joint work with Aaron Becker, Tom Kamphans, Alexander Kröller, Seoung Kyou Lee, James McLurkin, Joe Mitchell, and Christiane Schmidt. See our papers \[[@CR17], [@CR22]\] for further details; the shown video \[[@CR18]\] is available at <https://www.ibr.cs.tu-bs.de/users/fekete/Videos/SoCG/2013/MATP-Video.mov>.

Cohesive Control {#Sec5}
================

How can we enable a swarm of simple robots to maintain connectivity, even if it is being pulled apart by external forces? (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 7.A robust robot swarm emulating a Steiner tree between diverging leader robots.

Consider a swarm of robots that needs to remain connected. There is no central control and no knowledge of the overall environment. This environment is hostile: The swarm is being pulled apart by external forces, stretching it into a number of different directions, so it is in danger of breaking up. Individual robots are weak, with limited sensing, limited communication, and limited connectivity; even worse, each robot's expected lifetime is limited by random, permanent failures, which may destroy connectedness and functioning of the swarm as a whole. The objective is to achieve coordinated dynamic swarm behavior without centralized coordination, employing each robot as much as possible, without depending on it if it fails, and balancing overall flexibility and robustness to deal with the hostile environment.

We propose a set of local continuous algorithms that together produce a generalization of a Euclidean Steiner tree. At any stage, the resulting overall shape achieves a good compromise between local thickness, global connectivity, and flexibility to further continuous motion of the terminals. The resulting swarm behavior scales well, is robust against node failures, and performs close to the best known approximation bound for a corresponding centralized static optimization problem.

The results of this section summarize joint work with Dominik Krupke, Maximilian Ernestus, and Michael Hemmer. See our paper \[[@CR21]\] for further details.

Coordinated Motion Planning {#Sec6}
===========================

How can we coordinate the collision-free motion of many robots, vehicles, aircraft, or people, such that each one reaches its destination as quickly as possible? (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 8.Coordinated motion planning: (Left) A start configuration of labeled robots. (Center) A feasible move, coordinating parallel relocation of many robots. (Right) The desired target configuration.

We develop constant-factor approximation algorithms for minimizing the execution time of a coordinated parallel motion plan for a relatively dense swarm of homogeneous robots in the absence of obstacles. In our first model, each robot has a specified start and destination on the square grid, and in each round of coordinated parallel motion, every robot can move to any adjacent position that is either empty or simultaneously being vacated by another robot. In this model, our algorithm achieves a *constant stretch factor*: If every robot starts at a distance of at most *d* from its destination, then the total duration of the overall schedule is *O*(*d*), which is optimal up to constant factors. Our result holds for distinguished robots (each robot has a specific destination), identical (unlabeled) robots, and most generally, classes of different robot types (where each destination specifies a required type of robot). We also show that finding the optimal coordinated parallel motion plan is NP-hard, justifying approximation algorithms.
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The results of this section summarize joint work with Aaron Becker, Erik Demaine, Phillip Keldenich, Lilian Li, and Henk Meijer. See our paper \[[@CR12]\] for further details; the shown video \[[@CR9]\] is available at <https://www.ibr.cs.tu-bs.de/users/fekete/Videos/SoCG/2018/CoordinatedMotionPlanning.mp4>.

Constructing and Reconfiguring Large-Scale Structures {#Sec7}
=====================================================

How can we use simple robots to construct large-scale structures, such as space stations? (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 9.Snapshots from building a bounding box for a Z-shaped polyomino using 2D simulator, 3D simulator, and staged hardware robots, synchronized so all are shown at steps {0, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120}.

We consider recognition and reconfiguration of lattice-based cellular structures by very simple robots with only basic functionality. The underlying motivation is the construction and modification of space facilities of enormous dimensions, where the combination of new materials with extremely simple robots promises structures of previously unthinkable size and flexibility. We present algorithmic methods that are able to detect and reconfigure arbitrary polyominoes, based on finite-state robots, while also preserving connectivity of a structure during reconfiguration. Specific results include methods for determining a bounding box, scaling a given arrangement, and adapting more general algorithms for transforming polyominoes.

The results of this section summarize joint work with Amira Abdel-Rahman, Aaron Becker, Daniel Biediger, Kenny Cheung, Neil Gershenfeld, Sabrina Hugo, Ben Jenett, Phillip Keldenich, Eike Niehs, Christian Rieck, Arne Schmidt, Christian Scheffer, and Michael Yannuzzi. See our papers \[[@CR15], [@CR25]\] for further details; the shown video \[[@CR1]\] is available at <https://www.ibr.cs.tu-bs.de/users/fekete/Videos/SoCG/2020/SpaceAnts_SoCG.mp4>.

Conclusion {#Sec8}
==========

Many of the presented topics are still subject to ongoing work; see the recent survey article \[[@CR14]\] for more details on context, content and technical details, as well as additional references for some of the described topics. We are confident that more progress on a wide range of related problems is imminent.
